
Who was best prepared to fight a war in 1914? 

 

 

 

TASK: Use the following profiles to complete a table assessing each country’s 

strengths and weaknesses. Find at least two strengths and at least two 

weaknesses for every country. Countries in the strongest position may have up 

to six advantages! 

Austria-Hungary 
 

You are the ruler of the Austro-Hungarian empire. 

You control many different lands, with many 

different cultures; Hungary, the Czechs, Croatia and 

Romania. Your empire’s population is nearly 50% Slavic, based in Eastern 

Europe.  

Because these countries are so different, there is very little to link them 

together, except loyalty to you. Sometimes these countries have not been 

loyal – you have faced revolts from the Hungarians, Czechs, Croatians and 

Romanians.  

You are also worried about your Slavic people. Many of them want to rule their 

own countries (this is an idea called nationalism). Even more worryingly there 

is a strong and independent Slav country on your border, called Serbia. You 

are very concerned that the Serbs will try to stir up people in your empire, to 

rebel against you. 

Your empire is not industrially developed – most people work in agriculture. 

You also have a surprisingly small army and the smallest military budget of all 

the major European powers. However, you have strong links to your 

neighbour Germany. You share the same language and customs and they tend 

to support you. Germany is a very strong military power. 

Today I will practise:  

 Research skills (knowing where to find information) 

 Writing skills: using Point-Evidence-Explain. 
 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/41/Flag_of_Austria-Hungary_1869-1918.svg


 

Russia  
 

As the Russian Tsar (king) you rule an empire made 
of many races and control one-seventh of the 
world. Your country is huge and its sheer size and 
freezing winters make you a very difficult place to 
attack.  
You also have a massive population – 130 million by 1900. This makes your 

population twice as large as Germany’s and three times as large as Britain or 

France.   

Because of your large population you have a peacetime army over about 1.5 

million. In war, you can mobilize up to 5 million, the largest army in Europe. 

This has earned the Russian army the nickname of ‘the steamroller’ – it takes 

a while to get going, but once it does, it is unstoppable. 

However, you have not had a good record in recent wars in which you have 

fought. In 1904-5 you were defeated by the tiny south-east Asian country of 

Japan. This was VERY humiliating. This might be because your army is led by 

people from the upper classes in society, e.g. your nobility, rather than by 

good soldiers. 

There are other serious problems that your country faces. Very few of your 

people are literate and there has been a serious failure to industrialize. As a 

result your army is poorly equipped. Equally seriously, the Russian railway 

system is very poor. This means that it is extremely hard to get your army 

moving quickly – remember how big Russia is.  
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Germany 
 

You are the Kaiser Wilhelm, and have led Germany since 

1890. You are ambitious but you also lack confidence and 

are concerned about what other people think of you. 

Your country only came into existence in 1871 – previously it was a collection of 

separate small states, each with its own leader. Germany was born from war with 

Austria, Denmark and France. France was so heavily defeated that they had to give 

some of their land, called Alsace-Lorraine, to you. The security of your country was 

uncertain in the early years. To help defend yourself, you made lots of alliances with 

other countries – you did this also to help isolate France. 

Germany has many strong industries and the best education system in the world. 

Your army is highly disciplined and, when fully mobilized, numbers 2.2 million. The 

army has been very successful and this has bred ambition for further triumphs – 

particularly in terms of gaining an empire. Many people in Germany are bitter that 

unification seems to have come too late for the country to gain a huge colonial 

empire. After all, Britain and France have empires, and neither is as strong as you. 

France 
 

France commands a large empire, and is second only to Britain 

in the number of countries it controls. In the past, this has 

brought you into conflict with Britain and you nearly went to war with them in 1898. 

Since then, however, both you and the British have become much more concerned 

about Germany. 

You also have good reasons to dislike Germany. You are still bitter about losing some 

of your land, the provinces of Alsace-Lorraine, to Germany in 1871. You are keen for 

any opportunity to get these back.  However, it looks unlikely that you will be able to 

do much about Germany: their economy is thriving and their army is the best in 

Europe. In France, on the other hand, you have had an unstable government for 

years; your population is in decline and your economy is falling well behind Germany. 

In short, your power and influence are in decline. 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/Flag_of_Germany.svg
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Britain 
 

Your empire is a source of tremendous strength 

and has been built upon the triumphs of your 

Industrial Revolution. You have led the way to the world and your rewards have 

been strength and wealth. Your premier position has, in the past, led you to 

adopt a position of ‘splendid isolation’ in which you have stayed aloof from 

quarrels in Europe. This is starting to change though… 

Your empire has brought you strength but also created problems. The need to 

protect your colonies has brought conflict – in the earlier nineteenth century, 

this was mainly with France, but more recently Germany has started to interfere 

in your affairs. You are concerned about this: you want to keep the balance of 

power and not let any one nation dominate. 

You used to lead the way in technology but that is no longer true – now it is 

Germany and the USA who are starting to emerge as the most important 

pioneers of technology. You still dominate the seas – your navy is the best in the 

world. You realise this and, since the 1890s have adopted the ‘two power 

standard’. This means that you are committed to keeping a navy that is at least 

twice as large as any other two countries’ together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point 

Evidence 

Explain 

POINT:  

I think _______ was best prepared 
to fight a war in 1914. 

EVIDENCE:  
For example, the... 
Also, this country was… 
In addition… 
A final reason is… 

EXPLAIN:  
Therefore, this evidence suggests 
that __________ was best 
prepared to fight a war in 1914. 
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